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I D~velopment survey 

China has begun using bae;isse for board making brfore tqe 

eighties, but only !or the wet process fiber board manufactu~e-

i n small output. Since the production of bqgasse particleboard 
by the dry process· started in early eighties, the bagasse 

particleboard industry has developed rapidly. Hore and more 

such board factories appeared, •i lb continuous expanSion· .. of 
production capacity and gradual trend towards perfection in 

processing technique. The product board quality has attained 

first-cl~ss standard of silavi ng board set by our Ministry of 

Forestry. The current total annual production capacity or over 

ten bo~rd factories in operati~n in Guangdong, Guangxi. and 

Sichuan etc. has reached ?O,vill - 80,000 m3 (see table attacned). 

~s bagasse particleboard could be used widely in the industries 

of furniture, loud speaicer box and building, it is in ~reat 

d~111and, ;:ind brines good profits to the board factories. It can 

be said that tfic newly sprung up b!'lgasse particleboard industry 

has become an important co1oponent of the artificial-board 
:.. ndustry in China. 

The development of our bagasse particleboard industry has 
the following cnaracteristics: 

1. Pruduc tlon equipment home1a:ide. 

F'rom ti1e designint,; of .factory construction, processing 

technique and equipo11ent 1aanufact1.1re to installation and pro

duction, all done by our domestic technical force. The 

principal machinery and equipments for spreading, forming and 

hot presGini; etc. are all supplied by domestic manufacturers. 

Continuous improvement in productive capacities, processing 

techniqu2 and new products development are.obtained by the 

combined efforts or· the technical forces both in the factories 

And our Research Institute. Our practice has proved that it is 

feasible to develop•. new products by domestic technical resources, 

• 
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2. Production capacity ~daplable to cane crushin6 capacity 
of the sugar mill. 

The production cap~ci ties ol most of our bagasse particle
bo~rd fact~ries developed i~ recent years are 3,;oo - 5,0oom3 a 
year, t:ith the hi6hest reaching 10,000m3/yr. Comparin~ ttith 
·factories ,_broad, roost of wnich bein~ ?JJ,000m3/yr., our factories 
are small. Nevertheless, our factory's production capacity iG 

based on domestic situation. First of all, quite a lot of our 
cane mills~ crushing capacity is 2,000· - 3,ooot.c./d, and 
200,000 - }JO,OOOt.c./yr. Beside supplying the boiler as fuel, 
about 10,000 - 20,000 tons of bagasse are available for making 
5,000 - 10,000m3 particleboard. Secondly, the construction fund. 
Most of our particleboard factories are aelf-funded by the sugar 
mills or received partial loans from the local banlds, and a' ,not 
capable of making big investment. A factory with annual pro-• 
duction capacity of 10,0COm3 board w:>uld need 4 to 5 million 

yuen Ren~inbi, tthich w:>uld be in keeping ft-th our sugar mills' 

present financial and material resources. 

3. Good economic benefits. 

\11 our bagasse particleboard factories have rather good 
economic benefits. For example, the bagasse particleboard 
workshop of the Guangdong Zhuji:mg Sugar Mill has mat'l.e a profit 
of more than ¥600,000 ia its first year of trial production. 
The Guangdong Yatang Sug~r Mill's bagasse particleboard v.orkshop 
was put into operation at the end of 1987. It has planned to 

make more than!l,000,000 profits in 1988. 

II Varielies and qualities of the ba~asse particleboard in China. 

Meet of the bagasse particleboard produced in China is the 

.Gnadual-Type Board. The board dimension of major products is 

1.22x2.4'~rn; a few is medium-thickness layer plalr board with 
width lx2 meter and thickness 8 - 16mm. In recent years, a lot 

of our board factories produced 3. 5 - 6mm thin board by the 
single press, and the board quality matching that of shavin~s 
board, so it is in great demand. But most of them are bein6 
used for intericr decoration, due to the urea formaldehyde 
resins used as adhesive, whose waterprvof properly not as good 
as the phonol formaldehyde resins. The quality it:argets ··or the 

• 

• 
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bagasse particleboard in Chin.a are shown in Table I. 

Table. I. The _qualily of bagasse particleboard in China. 

Name of Fae tory Sanshui Zhujian~ Sugar Mill St.::indard 

Thickness(m/m) 19 10 5 
(Ministry of 

Forestry) 
Density (kg/m3) 580 557 601 450 -750 

Modulus of rupture 259 192 257 180 

Internal Bond 7.3 4.01 4.2 4 

Thick~ess Swelling%(2hr.) 1.5 2.69 4.6 6 

In pace with the changes in market demand, at present tnere 
are two princip.::il types of new developing varieties. One is the 
thin bagasse p.::irticle board which is only 3.5 - 5~m thin. It 
is of good quality, can be substitute for the 10od shavings 
bo=ird. The other type is the pl::lstic veneer with fine surface 
and waterproof. It is an ideal material for furniture mak.in~. 

The Guangdong Sanshui Bo-ird F~ctory is the first co111plex of 
bag:isse particleboard in China. It produces furniture uni ts in:ide 
v.i th veneered bagasse particleboards, :ind have a c;rowing domestic 
market, p~rt of the products _ .. is exported to Hong Kong. From 

the development point of view, the variety of bagasse particle
board 110uld be more .::ind more, with the quality getting better 
and better. The development of secondary finishing process 

would become an important way of getting further improvement in 

economic benefits and market coanpeti tion. Some board factori cs 

have included the construction of secondary finishing 110rkshop 

in their development program•. 

III. Equipment and processing technique in bagasse particle
board manufacture • 

In the case of processing, our technique in producin~ 
bi\lgasse particleboard is more or less sirnilar to that practiced 
abto~d, but in specific processing arrangment and the equipment 
used, ~e have our own different characteristics. The most 
prorninent is the treat111ent of the bagasse. Our success in 
introducing the "S" tya>e air clas.sifier, evolving our distinl)

tive series or bagasse classification technique. Moreover, the 
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application of the Y~!"Yin~ diameter pulse type air drying system 
with live steam as its heat source, has comply with the require
ments of bagasse drying rather •~11. The characteristics of 

• 
the principal processing technique and equipment we used are as 

followed: 
1. Production Process 
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2. Depi thing and Storage of B:1gasse. 

It is wellknown that the sugar mill production is seasonal, 
so tbere is the problem of bagasse storage to guarantee the 

particleboard production for the whole year round. In China, 
the general practice is dry depitbing, bale and pile storage 

, of bag~se, the wet bagasse bulk storage is rarely used. A 
horizontal rotor depi thing machine is being usod in the dry 

process, depi thing rate around 15 - 20%. A type of verticle 
depithing machine with hanging rotor has become popularized in
recent years, its depi.thi.ng rate 20 -30%. The depi.thed bagasse 
are baled into 600x450x.385 mm bu~dles, each weighing around 

• 

• 

50 - 60kg. 
Stacking storage effects the quality of stored bagaese. 

In the early stage of board production, the quality of certain 
factory's stored bagasse decreased, thus effecting i i:.s normal 
production, and production costs increased because of the lack 
of experience and attention in this matter• By now, an 
excellent storage method for bagasse has been summed up. With 
this method, each square meter of ground can pile up 1.2 - 1.5 
tons of wet bagasse, and the bagasse still possess rather good 
quality after being stored over 6 months, with the fiber intact, 
color light, moisture content reduced to around 25 - 30%. 

3. Classification of Bagasse 
The technique and equipment for cane juice extraction in 

China is rather advanced, with high recovery in cane ~rushing, 
high breakage rate and fine fibre particles in bagasse. ~bout 

50% of the particles are suitable for board making directly. 
The composition of bagasse particles in China is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Composition of the Bagasse Particles in China and 
South ~frica 

Bagasse in China Bagasse in South l\frica 
Mesh No. J2imensign Content Dimengion CQntent 

{m/m) -r- (lil/m) i 
+6 over 3.2 14.8 over 2.36 22 - 27 
-6+12 1.6 - 3.2 19.4 1.4 - 2.36 11 - 15 
-12.-24 0.8 - 1.6 25.4 0.85 -1.4 22 - 30 
-2li+48 0.63 - 0.8 14.4 

0.425 - 0.85 -28+45 0.4 - 0.63 13. 7 27. "!" 34 
-45 less than 0.4 12.3 lese than 0.425 2 - 5 
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Taule 2 shows that bagasse is different from wood. Bagasse 
is constituted of different dimesions of p::irticles. If it is 
used for board making without the process of classifying the 

different dimensions or particles, the qu~lity of the board 
produced could not be guaranteed. Especially in China, the 
bagasse particles are rather fine, with a lot of dust content 
of less than 0.4 m/m. The removal of such fine dust in the 
board making process would cut down the amount or adhesive used, 
and increase the mechanical strength of boards. 
can be Jf use after going through the crusher. 
amount not much, some factories just send it to 

Coarse bagasse 
But since the 
the boil er to 

save power and equipments. Our experiments have shown that 
tha quality of Qoard varies with different dimensions of 
bagasse particles ( see Table 3). 

Table 3. The Effect of Different Dimentions of Bagasse 
Particles on Board Quality. 

Classification of Classified Ba1tasse Whole 
Particles Bagasse 

No.1 No.2 1!!h.3 ,·l!W No.5 No. 6 

Property of 
Board 

l\.verage 
length (m/m) 0.8 4.02 4.57 5.94 8.26 6.69 

~verage 
Width (m/m) 

Board denaity kg/m3 

Modulus of rupture 

Internal Bond kg/cm2 

Thickness Swelling% (2hr.) 

0.2 0.31 0.32 0.32 1.15 

561 583 719 597 739 

146 198 255 238 181 

0.3 6.3 5.2 6.9 2.9 

6.6 6.7 10 

0.48 

734 

190 

3.9 

9.0 

Table 3 has shown that the quality of boards made with loo 
fine pith dust is the worst, but particles too bi~ is also bad 
for the bo~rd's strength. To get the ideal bagasse particles, 
we use the 'S' type air classifier. It consists or two 5 shape 
channels of certain angle and separates the bagasse into 3 parts: 
coarse, medium and fine, by different flow speed of air. Such 
a classifier is easy to manage and control, •~th wide adaptabi
lity to raw material, low noise and low cost. It has bacome the 
major equipment in the classification section, and is widely used 

l 

• 

• 
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in the bagasse particleboard facto:ies in China. Its construc
tion principle is shown in Diagram 1. 

1 • 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 

Diat~ram 1. •S•Typc ~ir Classifier 

Feeder 
Primary Cl""ssi fi cation 
Buffer 
Final Classification 
Cyclone 
Air Fan 
Ovifice Flow Heter 

4. Bagasse Drying 

Hediu• 
Bagasse 

Bagasse 

~ 
Coar-ee 
Baga~.se 

The dryin6 of bagasse is very important in particleboard 
production. The moisture content of the blended mat must 
be around 12 % , and so the bagasse's moisture content must be 

reduced by drying to less than 4 %. 
There are many types of drying equipment. In China, the 

varying diameter pulse type air dryer is used by most factories, 
a few use th~ cylinder type rotor dryer. To ensure the drying 
effect, the air drying system has two steps of drying. The 
first step is drying to moisture content of 15% and th~ second 
step drying to less than 4%. With this drying system, one can 
easily adjust the necessary processing parameters according to 
the different moisture content of the raw material used • 

Many factories abroad use fuel oil as heat source for the 
dryer, but the supply of fuel oil or gas in China cannot satisfy 
the production demand of our board industry. Since most of our 
sugar mills have madium presure boilers, ~sing steam as heat 
source, indirectly heating the air t~ 150°c for the drying 
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process. In this way, we have solved the drying problem and 
also can.pr.event the danger of hi~h tP.lllperature causing fire. 

In com~rison with rotor dryer, the air dryer makes up 
less space and costs less. ~n air dryer for factory with 
10,000 m3 annual producti\ln capacity, costs only !110,000 to 
1120,000, while the rotor dryer costs ¥250,000 to ¥260,000. 

5. Hot Press Equipment 

The hot press is the •~jor equipment in particleboard 
production, and high manufacture technique is required. We 
are capable of making a complete production line for an annual 
board production capacity of 10,000 m3. In the early stage of 
development, many board factories used multi layer hct press, 
mainly with 1.22 x 2.44 m dimension, varying from 6 to 10 
layers, with simultaneously closing device, whose closing 
time can be completed within 15 to "?P seconds. There is the 
tendency towards the use of the single press in recent years. 
There are t•'O specifications of single press. One. is 1.22x4.88m 
(4x16ft) for factories with annual capacity of 5,000 m3 board; 

another one is 1.22 x 7.32 m (4 x 24ft) for factories •ith 
annual capacity of 8,000 - 10 ,000 m3 board. Bigger single 

press with the dimension of 2. 44 x 7 • 32m is not y9t id use in China. 

Comparing the tto types of hot press, production practice 
has proved that the single press has better guarantee to the 
board's qu:tlity, with little allowable tolerance of the board's 

thickness; better fi~mness in the board surface and less heat 
consumption, and so it is much preferred by the new factories. 
But at present, factories of big capacities could only use 
the multi l.:1.1er press, owing to the non-availability or big 

sizeJ ~imension. 

Whether multi layer or single l~er, both use steam 
heating as heat source, rarely e~ploy hot oil or over heated 

water. 

'J 

• 

• 
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IV. Econo:dc Benefits 

The vitality of each new product depends on tne amount 
of its economic benefits, which is closely rel~ted with its 
production cost and selling price. 

The main reasons for our rather low production cost of 
bagasse particleboard are as followed: 

1. Attention to the Storage of Bagasse 
Bagasse is the major material in bagasse particleboard 

manufacture. ~s we have explained before, its storage is 
very important.· The condi lions of the stored bagasse not 
only concern its utilization ratio, ilso1. effect the board's 

quality. Because our board factories have paid •uch attention 
to the improvement of management and technique of bagasse 
storage, each c·ubic meter board of bagasse consumption quota 

has reduced to about 1.8 ton. Well stored bagasse has low 
moisture content and less power consumption for drying process, 
thus the production cost is lower. 

2. Improvement of Blending Rquipment and Adhesives• 
Quality 

The price of urea formaldehyde resins is ratner high. 
The current situation is, the cost of adhesive used in board 
2aking amounts to 1/3 of the total cost, or even more. Thus, 
the lo~ering of adhesive amount used is t~e key to the 
decrease of production cost. There are two ways in cutting 

doJtn the amount of adhesive used. One is improvP.111ent of the 
blendlng ho~ogenity with the high speed circular blender; 

another is the improvement of adhesive's quality by improving 
the adhesive prescriptions. In China, there is not yet any 
factories to produce the adhesives used in board 1naking. 
Most board factories make the adhesive thems.blves, and some

time the quality not stable enou5h. Therefore, they are much 
interested in the improvement of the adhesive making technique, 
to ensur..s the adhesive quality, so as to reduce the ratio of 

~ 

a·dhesi ve cost gradually. 
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3. Strengthen Production Management and Enhance 
Produc ti vi ty 

Generally speaking, the production cost of the board 

factory is closely related with its production capacity and 
management level. Although the capacities of our bagasse 
particleboard factories are Emall, the unit product's ratio 
of non-productive expenses would inevitably be bigger. But 
because most of our bagasse particleboard factories are 
affiliated to sugar mills, which posses rather high •. management 
level. The snpply of steam and electricity, the other 
management and administrative services all undertake by the 
sug::i.r mills concer·· ~d. Thus m--iking up the unfavourable 
factors of small production cai:acity. Many board faclories 
with gooc m~nngcment have ~ctual output exceeding their 
designed capacities, yet with rather low consumption of elec
tricity and steam. The minimum electricity consumption of 
each cubic meter of bo~rd is about 150°, and only 1.5 tons of 
steam consumption. Tabl~ 4 and 5 list out the material 
consumption and production cost of a bagasse particleboard 

with annual production capacity of 3,500 m3 board. 

Tabla....Ji Haterial and Power Consumption in Bagasse 
Particleboard Production 

Item Unit Unit ConsumRtion 
1.Raw material~ 8m/m board 12m/m board 

Bagasse {50% water content) ton 1. 72 1. 74 

Urea formaldP.hyde resins( soU d) kg 71.8 70. 1 

NaOH kg 0.09 0.088 

NH4Cl kg 0.05 0.05 

z. Power 
Electricity kwh 196 181 

Coal consumption ton 0.35 0.32 • 
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V. Trend of Development 

~ccording to our investigation on the trend of domestic 
market and abroad, together with the sizing up of the current 
development, we believe that there will be a bigger develop
ment .. for the bagasse artificial board industry in future. The 
reasons are:l. China is not rich in forestry, the problems of 
wood supply will last for some time. Devoting major efforts 
to develop artificial boards production would be an effective 
measure in solving the problem. 'ccording to our Forestry's 
statis~ics, although our artificial board industry has made 
big development since tr founding of our People's Republic 
more than "!/) years ago, with an annual board output over 
1,400,000 m3, but the average capita consumption is far below 
the level abroad. To achieve the development target or 
producing 2,4000,000 m3 board in 1990, the utilization of 
bagasse for board production accords with the demand of our 

country. 

2. ~t present, our cane sugar mills are devoting major 
efforts to develop the utilization of su&~rcane, so as to 
change the phenomenon of producing only one kind of product. 
The production;,o'f bagasse particleboard is a good approach. 

~ccording to the actual condition in China and informations 
from abroad, we now comp~re the several major usages of 
bagasse : one ton of bagasse as fuel can be.substitute for 
1/3 tonof coal, which values about i40;as for making particle
board would value about ¥100, higher than the value of other 
bagasse products, more than double the value as fuel,and'only 
second to being used for making writing paper. 

The actual figures of our sugar mills show that profits 

from board production with bagasse of every 10,000 tons of 
cane crushed is equal to the profit of sugar produced, and so, 
particleboard production is very big advantage to the sugar 

mills. 

3, !\ Vast Market 

All poorly fnrested regions are short of wood supply, and 
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in the plains of east and no1:th China, as well as in the coastal 
regions of south China, greater· aaount of tiaber is needed. 
These regions will provide a vast m:u-i(et for the bagasse parti
cleboard. Investigation has shown that the board output of 
the Guangdong Zhujiang Sugar Mill is not sufficient, even for 
the local market demand, and so, there is no way to satisfy 
the demand or other provinces. ~nother bagasse particleboard 

fac~ory which started operation in 1987, has aade sales con
tracts or over three thousand cubic meters of board 1li. th the 
provinces of Henan, Hebei, Shandong and Xinjiang etc. 

Beside the domestic market, our bagasse particleboard has 
a grot.ing market abroad. Purchase orders are coming from Japan, 
Singapore and Hong Kong etc. One factory in Guangxi province 
has concluded transaction of over two thousand cubic meters.of 
bagasse board with Hong Kong, Macao, Thailand and Malaysia. 
Recently, one foreign trader is preparing to contract for the 
bagasse board from the Zhujiang Sugar Hill at the price of 
USS200/m3. A company in Macau is preparing to cooperate with 
the bagasse particleboard workshop of the Hongqi Sugar Hill 
and be the sole agent of its product. 

4. Rich bagasse resource is a reliable source of material 

supply for the development or• the bagasse particleboard 
industry. Our annual cane sugar production is more than tour 
million tons, producing 80,0 00 to 90,000 tons bagasse.Beside 
the use as fuel and as pulp for paper making, there is still 
a surplus of over one million tons of bagasse. With the 
continuous improvement of energy saving technique in our 
sugar mills, there would be more and more surplus bagasse 
coming. A sugar mill with annual crushing capacity of more 
than ; aoo ,000 tons cane would have surplus bagasse nearly 
twenty thousand tons, after supplying all the bagasse used by 

its boiler as fuel. This amount would be sufficient for a 
board factory with annual capacity of ten thousand cubic meters. 

The use of bagasse as particleboard making material has 
many aavantages over other non-xyloid material, such as 
centralized availability, needless to purchase, no long distance 

• 

• 
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transportation, simple processing technique and less expense 

for equipment and power consumption. ~11 these are favourable 
conditions for the development of bagasse particleboard industry. 

Interest and confidence over further development in the 
bagasse particlebc,ard industry have increased greatly. In 
Guangdong Province alone, there are four board factories to 
begin construction this year. Two of them have an annual capa
city of ten thousand cubic meters, and the other two with five 
thousand cubic meters. Furthermore, there are preparations 
f~r the construction of two or three board factories in the 
provinces of Guang:xi·, Fujian and etc. 

'fter a few years' efforts, our bagasse particleboard 
industry developed by domestic resources has reached the deve
loping period.. It has achieved certain economic benefits and: 

social benefits, but there are still some distance from the 
advanced leval abroad. The shortcomings are: (1) Variety of 
product unitary. We should develop high strength thin layer 

board, highly waterproved board for construction uses and 
secondary finishing technique to widen the products' usuage; 
(2) Not enough stability in the product's quality, especially 

the rather big tolerance in thickness; (3) Insufficient studies 
on new adhesives development; (4) Rather small dimensions of 
the hot press equipment, not ~daptable to the deMand of big 
board production; (5) Rather low level of production automa
tion, and rather backward in the o:-~ine testing, measuring 
technique, in medium products and control instruments. 

To solve the problems mentioned above, the technical 
guiding role of the profession.al research departments must be 
given full play. The production factories are also required 
to make continuous improvement in production, to seek mo re 

effedt ... ve ways of solution. We have the following suggestions:: 
First, with the research units as core, organize professional 
technical informations interchange within and out of China, 
comp~ring the advanced technique and technology abroad and 

seek out the key problems of the industry. Secon'd, by means 
or combined capit.al, import advanced production equipments, 
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on-line aeasurement technique, control equipaent or technolo

gical patents according to plan, so as to avoid repetitiou of 

iaported iteas and waste of foreign exchange. Third, digest 

and absorb the strong points in foreign equipments and pro

cessing technique during production, for the development of 

doaestic new equipments to be ~P'!larized 

industry. 

within the board 

The Bagasse Particleboard Factories In China 

Constr. Naae Location Ca~cit3 S~ecifica- Remarks 
Date (m 1xr. ion( ml 

1984 Dayi ·sugar Hill Sichuan 3500 1 x 2 Multi layer 

1985 Dawang S. Hill Guangdong 5000 lA.X 2 press 
I 

1985 Liangqi_ S_ •• Mill Guangxi 5000 1.22x2.44 " 
1986 ' Sbijing Board Factory Guangzhou 7000 " " 
1986 Sanshui Board Factory Guangdong 7000 " 

. 
With plastic 
veneer and 
furniture 
110rltshop 

1986 Qianjiang S. Mill Guangxi 3500 " Multi layer 
1986 Jianshui s. Mill Yunnan 3500 press 

1986 Zhujian S, Mill Guangdong 3500 1.22x2. 44 Single press 
of 
1.22x4.88m 

1987 Jinpan S. Mill Hunan .5000 " Multi layer 
~987 Dayuan s. Hill Hubel 10000 " press 

1987 Yatang s. Hill Guangdong 10000 " " 
1987 Hongqi S. Mill Guangdong 10000 " Single press 
1988 Beihe s. Mill Guangdong 10000 " of 

1988 
1,22x7. 32• 

Pingsha S. Mill Guangdong 10000 " " 
1988 Tiao feng s. Mill Guangdong 5000 " Single press 

of 
1,22x4.88• 

i 

I 

' 




